FLEXIBLE AC CURRENT CLAMP METER
This convenient, stand-alone meter features an 18" flexible clamp that allows access into panels and hard to reach areas (bundled wires, awkward conductors, and PLC cabinets).

Measurement | CL150
---|---
AC Current | 3000A
True RMS | TRMS
Backlight | ●
Auto-Ranging | AUTO
Data Hold | HOLD
Max/Min Value | MAX/ MIN
Auto Power-Off | APO 15 Min.
LCD Display Count | 3000
Durability | Drop Protection 6.6 ft. (2 m) Safety Rating CAT III 1000V CAT IV 600V

• True RMS CAT IV 600V, CAT III 1000V meter
• Auto-ranging with direct readout from 0.1 to 3000A
• Auto-power off after 15 minutes of non-usage conserves battery life

NOTE: There are no user-serviceable parts inside meter.

Includes:
• Owner’s Manual
• Storage Pouch,
• 2 x AAA Batteries

See our complete line of Test & Measure and HVAC products
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